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About This Game

Soft, fluffy, and a little on the chunky side — the podgy pussycat Dr. Meow can’t stop munching on delicious cookies and needs
your help getting his greedy little paws on more! While his owner sleeps, steal away into the kitchen and help tumble this tubby

tabby cat into the prized cookie jar.
Get stuck in!

Swipe and prod to claw away at wooden blocks, unscrew bolts, control powerful magnets and explode highly volatile uranium –
anything to reach those cookies!

The hand that feeds?
What are the owners hiding from you? Find out as this pot-bellied kitty’s journey for sweet treats takes him up into the attic and

down into the secret laboratory.
Snack happy!

Munch all the snacks in each level and spend them on new power-ups, hats, masks and even more cookie-heisting helpers.

- witness the shenanigans of Dr. Meow in a Physics Puzzler for all ages
- visit 4 game worlds (Dr. Meows Home, Spooky Attic, Mysterious Laboratory and visit the middle ages!)

- Over 100 challenging levels to complete
- two diverse game modes

- Collect over 50 fabulous cat costumes
- Use fun tools and inventive methods to reach the cookie jar!
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Publisher:
Forever Entertainment S. A.
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A garbage-tier mobile port. That's all that really needs to be said about it but to elaborate, white lines on the sides probably
because it was orginally made for a different aspect ratio, no instructions, invisible buttons and no options. Don't buy this piece
of crap, even on a sale.. Cat on a diet is, in many ways, a very enjoyable physics puzzler.
The main character is cute and the overall concept (an obese cat who loves cookies) is also cute.
The sound effects fit the mood of the world and there is some variety (or just RNG luck) in how a given puzzle can be solved.

The reason for a negative review is not in the game play itself but rather in the refusal of the developer to correct a very long
standing glitch. (The solution to this being hooking up a monitor capable of full HD resolutions or mucking about with
resolution settings till you find a set to let you 3 star certain levels -- Attic level 8 being a great example)

This game is coded with higher resolutions in mind. The HUD, specifically the "power-up" icons, are impactable. This means
the cat can be blocked by parts of the HUD on lower resolutions--thereby making a given level potentially impossible to get 3
stars on. If you do not get 3 stars in all levels you not only cannot complete all achievements you also cannot gain access to all
bonus levels.

This is a glitch which has been present, per various forum posts, since 2017. Clearly the developer simply does not care about
the quality of the product as a whole and as such, whilst the game itself is enjoyable the developer is one who should be avoided.

Good game with completionist bugs and a developer who simply will not patch their product.

Not worth a buy.. I made the cat fat. :). Cat on a diet is, in many ways, a very enjoyable physics puzzler.
The main character is cute and the overall concept (an obese cat who loves cookies) is also cute.
The sound effects fit the mood of the world and there is some variety (or just RNG luck) in how a given puzzle can be solved.

The reason for a negative review is not in the game play itself but rather in the refusal of the developer to correct a very long
standing glitch. (The solution to this being hooking up a monitor capable of full HD resolutions or mucking about with
resolution settings till you find a set to let you 3 star certain levels -- Attic level 8 being a great example)

This game is coded with higher resolutions in mind. The HUD, specifically the "power-up" icons, are impactable. This means
the cat can be blocked by parts of the HUD on lower resolutions--thereby making a given level potentially impossible to get 3
stars on. If you do not get 3 stars in all levels you not only cannot complete all achievements you also cannot gain access to all
bonus levels.

This is a glitch which has been present, per various forum posts, since 2017. Clearly the developer simply does not care about
the quality of the product as a whole and as such, whilst the game itself is enjoyable the developer is one who should be avoided.

Good game with completionist bugs and a developer who simply will not patch their product.

Not worth a buy.. A garbage-tier mobile port. That's all that really needs to be said about it but to elaborate, white lines on the
sides probably because it was orginally made for a different aspect ratio, no instructions, invisible buttons and no options. Don't
buy this piece of crap, even on a sale.. I made the cat fat. :)
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